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ABSTRACT  

Pakistan has been passing through a chequered civil-military relationship since its inception. The state 
underwent numerous fragile security, political, and social circumstances due to this profoundly entrenched 
phenomenon in the political structure. The imbalance relations of the civil-military leadership have severely 
affected the newborn state since the foundation, such as the state policies, particularly the foreign policy. The 
military ruled directly over the country for 33 years. The rest of the period is of civil powers much subjective to 
the military, consequently its slow democratic, economic process and political culture. Researchers found several 
reasons for this phenomenon in Pakistan, such as lack of political leadership, lack of governance as well lack of 
strong democratic culture. Therefore the external factors played many roles, mainly due to the security concern 
of the state. The recent civil-military leadership changes demonstrate much hope in the masses, where the 
country will be on the right track of development. Simultaneously, the civil power will exercise the state policies 
independently; however, the mindset still exists that the foreign policy's kingmaker is the military leadership. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the inception of Pakistan, its civil-military relations in the wake of clashes, the military has 
taken over civil control in direct coups on four occasions, such as in 1958, 1969, 1977, and 1999. In 
Pakistan's political history, the military has run 33 years the country under its authoritarian regime. 
In the rest of the weak civilian power period, the military has wielded an uneven influence in national 
politics, particularly in the significant areas of national and foreign policy decision-making. Since its 
beginning, Pakistan has been facing plenty of challenges in setting up bureaucratic and legislative 
institutions due to inexperienced politicians and state stakeholders. Unfortunately, they initially 
failed to set up a constitutional framework and keep their powerful institutions on the right track, 
such as the military and bureaucracy. The principle of the Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah was 
to remain the Pakistan foreign policy-neutral. Still, Liaquat Ali Khan did not follow it. He preferred to 
become an ally of the United States of America (USA). Even though his policy was practiced for an 
extended period in Pakistan, while gains lots of militaries and economic aid from the USA. However, 
on the other hand, it faces enormous troubles, e.g., terrorism, poverty, illiteracy, corruption, 
instability in the economy, and political structure (Smith, 2020). 

 On the other hand, the vast majority of the country’s masses, considering that the primary failure in 
democratic development and effective foreign policy of the state is the civil-military clashes. 
However, most of the masses do not seem aware of the top civil-military leadership challenges and 
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the weak security environment. While the state civil establishment never showed any committed 
responsibility to take the civil-military challengeable relations to remove the misconception of 
masses and pave the way for smooth policy implementation. Consequently, the state's foreign policy 
severely effects due to its civil-military imbalanced relation in a country (Dasgupta, 2001). 

The country has been compelled by the internal and external threat full environment to invest and 
increase the defense sector budget and its equipment. Furthermore, the Cold War-era contributed to 
the modernization process of Pakistan's military. The advancement of military and great power 
support further enabled the military power to detained the domestic political power. Hence the army 
expanded its holds in multiple areas of the state, such as corporate interest real estate, evolving into 
a praetorian military. Since the last decades in the security environmental context, Pakistan's army 
gives directions to foreign and domestic policies, including superior control of its nuclear weapons 
program. The advent of the great revolution of technology and ideological changes in the mass media 
in the 21st century has brought awareness and a new life pattern to the public. At the same time, they 
demand to cut down the military role to its legitimate constitution position. According to the 
constitutional power framework, the boundaries for civil and military institutions have been defined. 
Therefore, there is no need to bring any significant reforms in the structure of the country. On the 
other hand, the military legacy and its principles come from its informal state control mechanism. 
There is a need to revisit and few second-generation reforms needed to re-balance the civil-military 
relations in Pakistan (Rahman, 2017). 

Significant of the study 

The research has a great significance in the political and social context for the masses of the country. 
The study will enlighten the policymakers, academia, as well as the different stakeholders of the state. 
Numerous incidents and events in history have been highlighted through various indications and 
analysis, which would pave ways for the masses and politicians to avoid those mistakes' repetitions 
in the future. The state's structure defects have been highlighted, which were the primary reasons 
for the country's sluggish democratic and economic growth, which needs to be removed and 
improved state governance.  

The rationale of the research 

The civil-military disparity has disastrous effects on the country's foreign policy, which starts 
emerging as a national security state instead of welfare. The nation of Pakistan saw destructive 
implications of foreign policy throughout history due to the discrepancy in civil-military relations in 
political control. In Pakistan's history, dictatorship has cultivated the seeds of contentious relations 
with normal states and chances to escalate the conflict with enemy states. The civil-military 
imbalance is a significant barrier in the way of the democratic development process. Due to the lack 
of ability, the civilian leadership military's strategic vision justifies or legitimizes themselves in 
power, paving the way to civil-military clashes. Eventually, it leads the state toward the arms race in 
the International world.  

The problem of the statement 

This research seeks to answer the essential questions: why do militaries intervene in politics, and 
why do militaries influence the foreign policies of the state. The comparative approach has been 
made to compare civil and military institution's actions and public services performances.
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Literature Review 

Many researchers have historically proved that civil-military relations directly influence the country's 
policies, particularly its foreign policy and civil decision-making process. For a country like Pakistan, 
military power is authoritative for all the major institutions. Shaista Taj firmly claims that the army 
believes that the civilian government lacks vision and political insight. Which enables the state to 
operate the affairs rather than the security issues without soliciting military institutions. (Pakistan Civil-
Military Relations in the Context of External Politics, 2017.) Pakistan has a low-rank position in light of 
global power  (Shaista Taj, 2017). 

Civil-military relations experts and scholars indicate plenty of reasons that pave the way for the military 
dictatorship in developing nations, particularly in Pakistan. In a country like Pakistan, most state 
stakeholders compel or wish to justify the military interfering in civil affairs. Whether it's direct or 
indirect, it strongly affects the policies, particularly Pakistan's foreign policy. A prominent civil-military 
expert Hassan Askari Rizvi has discussed numerous reasons in this regard. That his military disposition 
throughout the history in Pakistan existed since its inception, where the driving factor is considered the 
state's security. On the other hand, the antagonized relations with India, Pakistan military compile to 
build a full view regarding the Indian ambition and intention to undo Pakistan or dismantle the state, 
directly and indirectly influencing Pakistan's policies and foreign policy. The Afghan internal and its 
border dispute with Pakistan also trigger military influence while Afghanistan seeks India's support. 
Which further provides the source of power for the military in Pakistan."(Pakistan: Civil-Military 
relations in a praetorian state). 

On the other hand, from the military side, it has been justifying throughout Pakistan's history that most 
of the events and incidents caused the authoritarian power (Rizvi, 2004). The experts have expressed 
their opinions that the public administration's weak function has set up, which become the coup's 
leading cause. The severe malfunctioning of administration creates a vacuum for military power. When 
it occurs, the state's policies fall in the hands of military administrative authorities, which emerge 
against the country's civil democratic forces' wishes. 

 In this context, Jamshed khan has mentioned that the state's foreign policy never made by the 
independent force or policymaker. In democratic countries, foreign policy is always shaping by the 
independent policymaker, which comes in the civilian bureaucracy in the second step implementation 
process. On the other hand, whenever the military regimes take over civilian stakeholders' legitimate 
power or interfere in civil affairs, its begets plenty of problems, significantly escalating the regional 
conflict with neighboring states. In Musharraf's era, foreign policy's military influence clarifies where 
there was relatively little space for civilian experts and policymakers rather than no civilian input in 
Pakistan's foreign policy.  

The course of history has been proven that, in the beginning, the era of Musharraf, there were no normal 
relations with the U.S, Europe, and other neighbor's states. The incident of  9/11  changed the entire 
scenario of Pakistan's foreign policy toward the U.S and regional conditions. In that time, there emerged 
the primary source for the Musharraf regime where he comes out of his isolation period; however, he 
failed to pursue the state's core interest through his foreign policy." (Civil-military Imbalance in the 
Administration of Pakistan: A Case Study of Musharraf Era). The most baffling perceptions among the 
civilian and civil servants blockage their professional promotion, which often happens due to the 
appointment of severing and retired military officers to the different civilian departments (Jamshed 
Khan, Asmat Ullah Wazir , 2010). 

Numerous observers firmly believe that the Pakistan army is the sole best remedy for its security and 
contemporary illness and the root sources. Simultaneously, the policy analysts and policymakers' claims 
and emphasis on the actual civilian transition process must be ensured. C. CHRISTINE FAIR has 
discussed with the perspective that, "although the U.S had always support for the democratic transition. 
However, the Pakistan military leaders still benefited tremendously from the U.S vicissitudes of history 
due to its strategic interest, such as from General Ayub to General Kayani. On the other hand, the U.S 
military has been providing vital support. It emerges as a ground source for Pakistan's military to 
execute their foreign, regional policies to flourish the nuclear weapon program. (Why the Pakistan 
armies here to stay: prospects for civilian governance). Pakistan's civil institutions have been failing to 
constrain the military from interfering or military cops due to their weakness; eventually, they have 
accepted this narrative (FAIR, 2011). 
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The strategic analyst and experts have a firm belief that the state's strategic interest would determine 
its policies and influence their civil and military powers' decision. Frédéric Grare has given his analysis 
in this regard. "The foreign policy of Pakistan has the most significant influence by the military regime, 
while alliances with significant power aim to protect the country interest against or a perceived, 
imagined threat from India. India and Pakistan are turning or reshaping their foreign policies and 
relations with other regional states, such as Afghanistan, Central Asia, and the Middle East. Throughout 
Pakistan's history, civilian management never dealt independently with Pakistan's foreign policy and 
considered it as sole responsibility to the sector. For instantly, in Benazir Bhutto's era in 1988, the 
military had already assumed itself an active player in the foreign policy process. Meanwhile, the 
military had a vital concern for India's regional security and deterrence. On the other hand, the civil 
government favored development and democratic, transparent transition and smooth relations with 
India and other states."(Rethinking Western Strategies toward Pakistan). Inevitably, each country's 
civil-military imbalance relations always disturb their national and strategic interest (GRARE, 2007). 

Research Methodology 

The research has relied on secondary data sources, such as the seeds containing e-books, research 
papers, journals, articles, and various internet sources. This study has been wired by the working papers 
and reports published by different think tanks. The existing material on military and politics in Pakistan 
regarding the research topic is mostly descriptive, theoretically ambiguous, and highly pro-military. 
However, it clarifies the descriptive information and dynamics of civil-military relations and its impact 
on Pakistan's foreign policy from 1947 to 2018.  The qualitative approach is used in the study; it will 
help show better results according to nature. The data has been critically analyzed through different 
secondary data sources to discover various factors that influenced and caused the military's civil affairs 
intervention. The comparative analysis of the state institutions regarding their professional disposition 
and its profound impact on the country's foreign policy demonstrated. Several factors have been 
revealed that influence a country's foreign policy, whether direct or indirect.  

Causes of Military Intervention in Civil affairs 

Internal causes 

The foreign policy of the state is considered an essential determinant in the international system. In 
contrast, in the global age, the rest of the state policies depend on its foreign policy. On the other hand, 
formulation and shaping foreign policy are the most powerful strategies to move in the international 
realm of affairs. There are various approaches applies in the foreign policy process to pursue its national 
interest in the country. The foreign policy's dynamic nature is firmly dependent on international affairs 
and interlinked with its transient nature. Various factors play a crucial role in shaping and redefining 
the state's foreign policy, which passes through different phases depending on its structure, indigenous 
systems, and political situation. The most important and leading factors influencing foreign policy are 
civil and military powers and their regime type (Muhammad Saleem, Muhammad Iqbal Chawla, 
Muhammad Abrar Ahmad, , 2015). 

Soon after Qaid Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah's demise, civil-military imbalance relations were severely 
affected by the lack of good governance and strong leadership. These were important factors, which 
paved the way for military intervention in the country. The ground was prepared due to the lack of such 
a strong political structure and its elements. Rizvi argues that "The Muslim League was failed as a civil 
political party to build a diverse political culture and identities such as a uniform platform for Pakistan's 
citizens." Scholars claim that the military considered themselves as only competent to judge the 
country's critical situation and secure national interest due to its actual professional skill in several 
military intervention cases. Hence, in the other sense, the military considered itself more patriotic to the 
state than the civilian and believed that civil government is weak and not patriotic enough to secure 
such a national interest of the country. Pakistan's military took its direct power on four vocations in 
1958, 1969, and 1999. According to Hassan Askari, Pakistan’s army is customized to keep a very 
professional, disciplined, task-oriented, and cohesive profile and a muscular spirit corps. It is always 
viewed as unavoidable for the country's survival 

Moskowitz argued that after Pakistan's creation soon, Pakistan’s army became the civil political 
champion due to their weak civil government and divided politicians.  The civil leadership provided the 
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military's right occasion to involve them in public affairs, making the elite military enter into civil politics 
directly. Professor Robert Looney and Shahid Javed Burki have made critical arguments on military 
interventions in civil matters and their impact on foreign and domestic policies. They have mentioned 
that democracy failed in Pakistan because politicians could not have any creative plan to set institutions 
that could prevail greater than the narrow elite's interests. From 1947 to 1958, democracy failed 
because of conflict between the two social groups, which dominated the political stage. The first group 
had worked hard to create Pakistan. Most of the people, who belonged to it, lived outside the new 
country; once this group migrated to Pakistan, they began to compete with the indigenous economic and 
social elite for a political stage. The majority of the indigenous had opposed the idea of a new country. 
Conflict in the power structure has been delaying providing a durable permanent framework for the 
country. The state’s economy came collapsed while provided opportunities and reasons for intervening. 

The corporate interest is the crucial factor that plays a significant role in binds the military together. 
The military leadership also makes sure their shares traditional value; for instance, Pakistan’s military 
takes advantage of various welfare schemes where they denied non-military members. On the other 
hand, military members get support from the civilian elites who believe that they come from the same 
social class. For example, the Pakistani military takes many benefits from various welfare schemes. This 
welfare includes free housing, land, and membership in exclusive clubs. Access to these benefits and 
facilities is denied, non-military members. The Pakistani elite also ensures that military members come 
from the same social class by changing their economic conditions. 

Alfred Stepan has explained that the military intervenes does work when friction between civilians and 
the army reaches a certain level. He stated that when the level of disagreement between the two 
institutions crosses acceptable limits, military coups occur. In Pakistan, civil-military contention 
appears when General Ayub Khan's promotion took place as an Army Chief after superseding his two 
seniors. However, due to the hierarchical nature of the army, the resentments soon died down. 

In Pakistan, the principal leading factor must be considered, which accelerates civil-military tension 
when the military gains more power than the civil institutions. There is a testimony of the thirty-three 
years of direct military rule throughout the history of the country. The common perception has been 
built that after General Zia ul Haq's death in 19988, there would be no room for any military intervention 
anymore; despite this, the 1999 coup took place. Although all of the previous coups were pro-active, 
however, the coup of 1999 was reactive, while the reasons were different. The Musharraf coup was 
considered the diplomatic tension in the civil-military relations, where their roots have in the 1958 
coups, which continue to contribute to the subsequent coups.  

The key players demonstrated their role in the military's previous coups, which always ready to provide 
a legitimate ground to the military regime, such as the extra-regional powers, civilian institutions 
(Judiciary), and opposition personalities. On the other hand, Ayub khan, Zia ul Haq, and Musharraf‘s 
coups have gained much support from the United States. They were legitimized by the Judiciary, where 
opposition parties played their part. The Regime of Zia’s has contributed to the army's 
institutionalization in-country politics. The post-coups civilian regime adopted the same disposition 
that does not look different from other military states who have experienced prolonged military rule.   

External Causes 

During the (1917-1955), twenty-eighth new states succeeded in their self-determination right and came 
into existence globally, where thirteen were directly affected by the military coups. During (1950-2011), 
approximately one-ninety military coups were attempted by different countries such as Syria, Iraq, 
Turkey, Uganda, Chile, Spain, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Argentina, Brazil, and Algeria, Congo. The most 
recent last coup took place in the Democratic Republic of Congo against Joseph Kabila in 2011.   

Pakistan’s foreign policy has often revolved around the state's security concern, relying on international 
affairs and various factors. In Pakistan's history, most civil and military regimes were deeply affected 
due to the numerous international events and incidents and the great powers' influence. Such as 
whether the Indian conspiracy to diverge Pakistan or the Soviet Union and other countries aided 
Bangladesh's creation. For a long time, the Two-Nation Theory always put Indra Gandhi's fragile 
situation while she had been intense, wishing to sink this theory in the Bay of Bengal (Saleem, 2007). 
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In his paper, Ayesha Jala mentioned that Pakistan had gained much encouragement due to U.S's direct 
support for its military over a civilian. Shuja Nawaz stated that the U.S.-Pakistani friendship, after 
independence, was “more of civil-military instead of the military to military.” Pakistan was compelled 
to enter into the SEATO and CENTO membership, which has given immense strength to Pakistan’s army 
officers in the masses' eye. The political institutions were much affected by the decay and fragmentation 
during this period. A sharp contrast to the emerging modern military leadership that had further honed 
its skill to interact with current and technologically advanced countries resulted from foreign and 
domestic policies influenced by the arms forces. 

When the incident of 9/11 took place, the international conspiracy was widely plotted by the U.S state 
and its allies to dismember Nuclear Pakistan.  The NATO powers came up with the vast goals, in general, 
against the region and particularly against Pakistan, to destabilize, de-Islamize, and denuclearize 
Pakistan. On the other, Pakistan was passing through the worst form of Pakistan's history: terrorism 
had severely impacted the country’s infrastructure. More than seventy thousand civilians and soldiers 
sacrificed their lives in terrorist incidents. Pakistan had to bear social trauma and financial loss of 118 
billion dollars, including nations, suffered massive damages where the front lines forces were the armed 
forces who tackled all evil terrorist and external hatchers of this disaster (Saleem, 2007). 

The implication for Pakistan’s Society 

Pakistan’s military regime has always been dragging Pakistan in the darkest era of its history regarding 
security concerns and sluggish development of democratic transient. According to the Rational Choice 
Approach, Civil and military work side by side and keep space for each other to take any decisive action 
through the policy-making process for the country's best interest. 

In the history of Pakistan's foreign policy, the U.S was never at equity in its 71 years of relations. Trump 
administration, as he warned Pakistan over its counter-terrorism effort to cut off military aid. In 
response, Pakistan’s civil and military leadership refused to be used as a superpower for their interest 
at its own cost. Eventually, as the result of Pakistan’s brave stance of administration over the Trump 
warning. He reverted his stance as he stated that Pakistan is the one prominent key player who has the 
key to peace in Afghanistan. As he requested Pakistan to play its vital adviser role for peace in the region, 
at the same time, it must be considered one of the most significant achievements of Pakistan on the 
foreign front. The foreign policy was quite natural and responsible as Saudi Arabia asked Pakistan to 
send its military troops. As the Yemen crisis erupted, Saudi’s regime had the same expectation of sending 
Pakistan’s troops for its help. Pakistan’s civil and military leadership reached a common consensus over 
the troop’s demand of the Saudi regime. They decided not to send troops; however, Pakistan offered to 
play a peace negotiation role (Saleem, 2007). 

The civil-military nature is rapidly getting tilt toward civilian power while its role to be continued as an 
arbitrator and remain at the helm of affairs. In the current scenario, most of the policies are formulating 
by the civilian elected rulers. At the same time, it’s transmitted from the army headquarters. On the 
other hand, common masses and political leadership still believe that the army is the country's sole 
kingmaker. The post-Musharraf era saw a various civil-military crisis, for instance, Judiciary-civil 
situation including between political leaders. In 2007, General Kayani became a COAS who remained 
initially subservient to the civilian authorities. The military had planned to extend its full cooperation to 
the civilian government to establish a government's writing over the state institutions.  

During the Pakistan Peoples Party regime, military leadership has played a prominent role in preventing 
a political crisis. The PPP government has refused to install the sacked Chief justices of Pakistan. It 
resulted in the worst form of political turmoil in the country. On the other hand, it was a golden 
opportunity for the army chief to take over the government. General Kayani interfered and negotiated 
the matter between the president and Nawaz Sharif to instate the Chief Justice Iftikhar Mohammad 
Chaudhry to prevent the political chaos. Besides, the deputed military officers into civil departments 
were voluntarily recalled by the Kayani.  

The general public has realized that the thirty-three years of direct military rules in the country have 
much weakened the democratic process and its institutions and brought further misery to the people. 
While the key is to reduce Pakistan's military dominance, it reduces tension with India and Afghanistan 
and redefines its foreign policy. Although in the recent reformed civil-military relations, there are still 
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numerous conflicting factors between civil-military links. Memo-gate was one of the most triggering 
factors between them; however, the military made it normalize with civil leadership and decided to 
remain on the back. Nawaz’s pro-Indian behavior resulted, which irritated military leadership as per the 
army to adopt a systematic way to mend the relations. On the other hand, the military’s elite advised 
Nawaz to adopt a military counterpart's consultation approach. At the same time, he ignored to achieve 
sustainable peace with its hostile neighbor. 

The new trend of the hybrid civil-military relations concept emerged in the last decade of democratic 
tenure of 2008-2018, which brought the latest pattern in Pakistan's civil-military relations. Hence, this 
concept of the strategy has been made much stronger during the current civil government of Pakistan 
Tehrik-e-Insaf. Despite the recent changes of pattern and reforms in the civil-military relations. The 
military still has a dominant role in particular areas, such as national security and critical foreign ties, 
mainly Afghanistan, India, and some great powers (Naghman, 2012). 

Conclusion 

In the political history of Pakistan’s military has run 33 years the country under its authoritarian regime. 
In the rest of the weak civilian period military has wielded an uneven influence in national politics, 
particularly in the significant areas of national and foreign policy decision-making. On the other hand, a 
vast majority population of the country, considering that the primary failure in democratic development 
and effective foreign policy of the state, is the civil-military clashes. The civil political forces have failed 
to assemble a diverse political culture and identities like a homogeneous stage for Pakistan's residents. 
The vacuum was shaped by numerous factors such as lack of governance, lack of well-built civil 
leadership, and effective Judiciary. In Pakistan's history, most considerate and military regimes were 
deeply affected due to numerous international events and incidents and the influence of the great 
powers. The nature of the civil-military relation rapidly changes, getting tilt toward civilian force while 
its role to be continued as an arbitrator and will remain at the helm of affairs. In the current scenario, 
most of the policies are formulating by the civilian elected rulers while transmitted from the army 
headquarters.   

On the other hand, common masses and political leadership still believe that the army is the country's 
sole kingmaker. The general public has realized that the thirty-three years of direct military rules in the 
country have much weakened the democratic process and its institutions and brought further misery to 
the people. While the key is to reduce Pakistan's military dominance, it reduces tension with India and 
Afghanistan and redefines its foreign policy. The new trend of the hybrid civil-military relations concept 
emerged in the last decade of democracy 2008-2018. It has brought the latest pattern in civil-military 
relations to Pakistan.   

Findings 

• Pakistan's civil institutions have been failing to constrain the military from interfering or 
military cops due to their weakness; eventually, they have accepted this narrative. 

• In a country like Pakistan, most state stakeholders compel or wish to justify the military 
interfering in civil affairs. 

• Throughout Pakistan's history, civilian management never dealt independently with Pakistan's 
foreign policy and considered it as sole responsibility to the sector. For instantly, in Benazir 
Bhutto's era in 1988, the military had already assumed itself an active player in the foreign 
policy process. 

• Musharraf’s foreign policy era clarifies where there was relatively little space for civilian 
experts and policymakers rather than no civilian input in Pakistan's foreign policy. 

• Pakistan’s civil and military leadership refused to be used for the superpower’s interest at its 
own cost. 

• Pakistan’s civil-military leadership reached a common consensus over the troop’s demand for 
the Saudi regime. They decided not to send troops; however, Pakistan offered to play a peace 
negotiation role. 
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• Nawaz’s pro-Indian behavior resulted, which irritated military leadership as per the army to 
adopt a systematic way to mend the relations. 

• Several civil-military leadership changes have occurred, which demonstrates much hope in the 
masses, where the country will be on the right track of development. 

• The civil-military nature is rapidly changing, getting tilt toward civilian power while its role to 
be continued as an arbitrator and remain at the helm of affairs. 

• The military still has a dominant role in particular areas, such as national security and critical 
foreign ties, mainly Afghanistan and Indian policies. 

• The new trend of the hybrid civil-military relations concept emerged in the last decade of 
democracy 2008-2018, which brought the latest pattern in Pakistan's civil-military relations. 
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